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CHAPTER 691 DEBUNKING WENDY 

 

Jonny thought Klara came to him to talk about a deal and a solution. Just because he thought so, he was 

very active. "No, I'm not talking about us... I...... I want to talk about Wendy." Klara still inclined to Jonny. 

She would rather break her relationship with Wendy than give up that 10 million. As long as she was 

with Jonny, it was ok for her to lose that 10 million. "Wendy? What happened to Wendy?" Jonny 

wondered what Klara wanted to say to him. "Well, you've struck me as a good person after I get along 

with you. I really don't want you to be hurt, so I want to tell you about Wendy." Klara was tardy, 

although she had chose Jonny, she was still panic. "Klara, you confused me. Just say it. I'm a man and I 

can take it." Jonny was aware of Klara to expose Wendy, but he still can't understand the reason. "Ok, 

you must be ready." "Actually, there was something wrong with Wendy's personality. Our boss waited 

for her for more than four years. Finally, she said she would not come back and chose to break up with 

him. But after our boss fell in love with Winnie, she came back. Then she made things difficult for 

Winnie..." Klara talked about the bad things that Wendy did, the things that hurt Winnie. "In fact, what 

she did violated the law, if Winnie investigated, she is to bear legal responsibility. So if you're with her, it 

affects you." Klara deliberately added and believed that it was fatal. How could a successful person risk 

taking on such responsibilities, which would be fatal to the development of his career, especially the 

expansion of his overseas career? Jonny frowned and said nothing. Klara thought he couldn't accept it, 

but Jonny thought about what he didn't know during that time. According to Klara, according to the time 

Brian and Wendy were together, Wendy had cheated on Brian shout after they dated. Brian did not 

know the existence of him, either. What a disgusting woman, wandering between two men all these 

years. She was smart, or the two men were stupid. Wendy was the first to do such immoral things, do 

not blame him to be ruthless. "Jonny... Jonny, are you okay?" Asked Klara anxiously. "Well...... I had no 

idea Wendy is such a person. How could she do such a thing? If she liked her ex-boyfriend, she could go 

after him fair and square, how could she harm innocent people?" "What she did broke the laws of your 

country as well as ours. I...... I don't know what to say." It was time for Jonny to show off his acting skills. 

He showed all his disappointment with Wendy. "She was such a disappointment to me. I had no idea she 

was like that." With these words, Jonny fell silent again, as if he had been hurt so badly that he was 

spiritless. "Don't feel too bad. If you don't mind you can keep going after her. If you do, it's a good thing 

you know now." "Don't be sad. Think about it. Being sad won't solve the problem. If you are grieved, I 

feel that what I have said is wicked." Klara gently persuaded, although there was no guilt, she had to 

show it. The two met their match in the acting skills. "I'm sorry, I shouldn't have shown you any emotion 

and made you feel guilty. You're telling me this for my own good. You're honest and kind. I should be 

thanking you." Jonny got up and went to the window. The figure he left for Klara was extremely painful. 

Klara didn't bother Jonny any more. He needed some time to digest it. After more than half an hour, 

Klara found wine and cup, and then called Jonny. "Come and have a drink. We have a saying in our 

country that a thousand sorrows can be overcome by drunkenness. Try it and see if you can forget 

everything." Klara filled the glass. Seeing that Jonny wasn't coming, she went to the window and pulled 

Jonny over. And so the two men had their second drink together. After three rounds, Jonny pretended 

to be drunk and Klara was still sober. "Wendy... How can Wendy do that, my heart was trampled by her 



like that." Jonny burst into tears as he spoke. Perhaps it was the alcohol, or the memory of what he had 

been through over the years. "Don't be too sad, Wendy did it for her own sake. After all, she hasn't 

given up on our boss yet. She's still fighting for him." "I'll give you a piece of advice. Don't start your wife 

hunting plan. You can tell her directly. If she has feelings for you, maybe she will stop hurting Winnie." 

Klara gave inconsistent opinions, testing Jonny's attitude. "Shall I go and find her? It's impossible. I didn't 

know she was so mean, I could like her. But now I know, I can't be stubborn, after all, she broke the law, 

I can't rick to be with her." Jonny denied it directly. His feeling to Klara was that he would rather lose 

such a woman than affect his future and career. "Think it over for yourself. I'm just giving you an 

opinion." Klara was secretly pleased, as long as Jonny gave up Wendy, she was hopeful. They slept 

together, after all. No, one sleep wasn't profound enough. She had to make sure Jonny fell in love with 

her body, and everything would be fine. Klara had this idea, and it was not difficult to do it. After 

drinking, they succeeded in getting into bed again. This time Klara was sober, she successfully 

experienced that passion a foreign man brought her. Stefan spent two days with jet lag, two days later 

he was full of energy, and came with Caro to the the Bennet Group. It was not easy to come to meet 

Brian. Two people was disappointed wandering in the first floor after learning that Brian was today. "It 

seems that it is not easy to meet the president." Stefan said and was afraid that if he could not meet 

Brian today, he would go back on his words. He was afraid that his personal interests would prevail and 

he did not want to tell the truth. "Must you see him today?" Caro asked. "Yes, I must." "Wait, I'll try to 

make a phone call." Caro pulled out her phone and made a call to Albert. The call was soon connected. 

"Hello, Albert I am the manager of XX hotel, my name is Caro. We are in..." "I remember you, Hello, 

Caro!" Albert had profound impression on Caro, so he greeted her politely. "It's so nice of you to 

remember me. I need your favor." Since Albert remembered her, Caro felt they had a great hope to see 

Brian. "If I can help you, I will. Some time ago, you helped me. We should help each other." Albert 

thought it was Caro’s personal thing and did not expect it was about Winnie. "Well, then, I'll be straight 

with you. Stefan and I are now in the lobby of the first floor of your company. We are here to see your 

president to explain what happened that day, but we can't meet him. Could you please help me..." "Yes, 

I'll call reception to bring you up." Before Caro finished, Albert agreed. As soon as he heard that it was to 

explain what had happened that day, as soon as he heard that two people were now in the reception 

office on the first floor, Albert could not help being excited. They could not tell, nor could they persuade 

Brian. But Stefan and Caro was not the same, if they explained, there would be a turning point. Albert 

hung up the phone and contacted the reception. Then he went to Brian's office. "Is it time for the 

meeting? Hasn’t Director Chambers arrived yet?" Brian was reading documents. When he saw Albert, he 

felt it was time for the meeting. "The meeting will be held in 20 minutes, Director Chambers is still on 

her way." Albert answered truthfully. "Then why did you come to me so early?" Then Brian looked at the 

time and found it was not time for the meeting. Then he looked at Albert, and found Albert was not 

calm. “Has anything happened?” "Nothing, but Stefan is here to see you." Albert was deliberately 

delaying time, afraid Brian refused to see Stefan. Stefan was a sensitive and detestable name for Brian. 

As he heard his name, Brian frowned with anger in his eyes. "Stefan?" "Yes, I've sent him up." Albert saw 

the sudden anger in the eyes of Brian, but even if he was punished today, he had to bring Stefan to 

Brian. This was a turning point, the only turning point. Even if Mr. Bennet and Director Chambers could 

not be back together, at least it could remove the blame on Director Chambers and prove her 

innocence. "You're getting bolder and bolder, taking matters into your own hands. Albert......" Brian was 

about to get angry, but there was a knock at the door. Brian had to let him in. Secretary took Stefan and 

Caro in and then shut the door. At the moment the door closed, there was a choking sensation in the big 



office. It was as if all the oxygen was taken up by Brian, while the rest of the people breathed in carbon 

dioxide. "Hello, Mr. Bennet, long time no see." Brian's fierce manner was indeed creepy, but Stefan was 

here to explain the misunderstanding. No matter how badly Brian hated him, he should say it out. "Tell 

me straight, I'm going to the meeting." Brian's cold eyes pointed directly at Stefan. He sat on his office 

chair overlooking the man standing in front of him. He hated him that he made his love death, if not for 

the guarantee to Winnie, he would have let him pay the price. "Well, then, I will make it as short as 

possible. Mr. Bennet, I heard that you broke up with Miss Chambers because I checked in with her at XX 

Hotel. I've come here today to explain that." Stefan felt the anger of Brian, and it was natural for him to 

be angry until he knew the truth. 
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CHAPTER 692 TRUTH TELLS 

 

Stefan's words made Brian nervous. The word "explain" meant the truth and meant things were not 

what they seem. Did he really blame Winnie wrong, or Stefan and Winnie have tricks? Stefan continued. 

"We met by chance that day. It was raining heavily and she ran to the bus stop for shelter. I saw her. 

After she got into the car, I found she was sad about your relationship with Gloria, so came out in the 

middle of the night to relax." "I was going to take her home and she asked for a drink so I went with her. 

After drinking too much she was afraid of Vanessa’s worry and did not want to go home. I was asked to 

find a hotel and get her a room, so I..." Stefan recalled carefully what happened that day. He did not 

want to say a wrong word so as to show the truth. "Mr. Bennet, I know you had someone get the video. 

Now that you've had seem it, you should know it wasn't only me and Miss Chambers in that room, my 

friend Caro is there too." "This is my friend Caro. There were three of us in the room all the time." Stefan 

stopped, he clearly saw the mood change in Brian's eyes, from disbelief at the beginning to doubt, to 

shock now. From this change, he was sure that Brian did not know the truth, which meant he didn't 

watch the whole video. Brian was so shocked that he just stood there and didn't know what to say. 

There were three people in the room, so nothing happened and he had misunderstood Winnie. Caro 

thought Brian did not believe Stefan, seeing that he did not speak, so she explained. "Mr. Bennet, I 

received a call from Stefan in advance that day. I had already got a room ready waiting for them before 

they arrived at the hotel. Miss Chambers had been vomiting since she entered the room. Stefan said he 

couldn't take care of her alone, so he didn't let me leave. Stefan and I took care of her until after 3 am, 

when she fell asleep." "I'm sure there was nothing between them. I was there the whole time." Hearing 

Caro’s explanation, Brian's heart was more suffering. If all this was true, he had made the stupidest 

mistake. It was his impertinence and distrust that pushed Winnie away. “Mr. Bennet, you don’t say 

anything, don’t you believe?” Stefan thought Brian did not believe their explanation for he had been 

silent, when he was to explain again, the secretary knocked on the door. "Mr. Bennet, Director 

Chambers has arrived and the meeting can begin." The secretary didn't know what was going on, only 

that it was time for the meeting and she had to come and remind Brian. "Send Director Chambers here." 

Brian commanded in a cold voice and wanted to ask Winnie what was going on. After the command, the 

office fell into silence, about two minutes later, Winnie knocked on the door and came in. Seeing Stefan 

and Caro were there, she was nervous. "Why are you here?” After asking Stefan, she looked at Brian 

with anger and confusion. Winnie did not know what was going on, but Stefan must be related to her. 

"We come..." Stefan was to explain the reasons for coming here, but Winnie walked to Brian and asked 



Brian. "You promised you would not make a hard time for him. Why did you call him here? Can you keep 

your promise to me for once? Don't hurt the innocent. I said it was my fault and had nothing to do with 

Stefan." Winnie's intuition told her that Brian called Stefan here. He must acquire Stefan's hot pot 

restaurant, if Stefan did not agree, he would think of ways to destroy Stefan. And such a result was the 

last Winnie wanted to see, she did not want anyone to get involved because of her. "......" Brian was 

silent, looking at Winnie with doubt and guilt. While waiting for Winnie, Brian carefully recalled all the 

suspicious things that happened during this period of time, and Winnie’s those words after getting 

drunk. All this was enough to prove him wrong. He was wrong and stupid to hurt the woman he loved 

and made her suffer grievances. "Winwin, it is not Mr. Bennet called us here, we came by ourselves. I 

can't pretend I didn't know why you and he broke up, so I came to explain to him." Stefan explained, but 

it irritated Winnie. "There's nothing to explain. It's all over. Don't mention it any more." Winnie quickly 

walked to Stefan, pulled Stefan with one hand and Caro with the other. "Wait. They've explained what 

they need to explain, and it's too late to go." Brian called Winnie. "So, wait for what?" Winnie turned 

and asked Brian. Since they had explained, she understood what was the doubt in the eyes of Brian - he 

still did not believe. "They said..." "Do you think what they said is false?" Brian just wanted to hear 

Winnie to tell him, but Winnie was angry, directly interrupted his words and asked him in turn. Brian 

was temporarily speechless and did not know how to answer Winnie. She was unable to control her 

emotion. She was his favorite woman, but he did not even trust her. "You don't know what to say, do 

you? Well, I'll answer for you. No matter what they said, you don't believe it, and you call me in here to 

verify it. You're gonna think I was in cahoots with them. If you don't believe in anything, is there any 

point in me waiting here?" Winnie’s anger was mixed with disappointment. Brian already knew the 

truth, but he still did not admit it, so there was no point for Stefan to explain. "Let's go, don’t say 

another word." Winnie pulled Stefan and was to go, but Stefan stood still. "Winwin, now that I've come 

to explain, let me explain it clearly. No matter......" "There's no point. Your explanation will only make 

me more embarrassed. He knows everything, he knows we're not related, he just found an excuse to 

break up with me. Even if you hadn't given me a room, he'd have found a man and said I cheated on 

him." "Don't explain, Stefan. He trampled on my self-esteem." Winnie’s eyes grew read, stubbornly 

begged Stefan. She knew Brian, understood Brian, if he could hear explanation, she would not be silent 

till today. "Winwin, I'm not making excuses." Brian explained that he never wanted to abandon Winnie. 

Just at the critical moment, he made Winnie misunderstood. "Shut up, you shut up. If you've got what 

you want, don't play nice." At this moment, Winnie did not need explanation, because Brian's thoughts 

clearly were written on his face. "Let's go." Winnie took Stefan and Caro to leave and did not want to 

give Brian the chance to speak, did not want to listen to his excuse. Brian got up and chased her out. 

Before she could get out of the office, Calvin opened the door and came in, carrying a paper bag in his 

hand. "Mr. Bennet, someone named Caro asked me to give this to you. She said that Wendy gave her 

hush money and asked you to return to Wendy." Calvin's words stop Brian's footstep. He looked at the 

paper bag with a frown and realized that this matter was not so simple. Brian took the paper bag and 

took a look at it. It was 100, 000 in cash. "You two go and find out what happened. How could Wendy 

get involved?" Brian issued the command in an angry voice, but Calvin and Albert stood there and did 

not do as he said. "What are you hesitating about?” Once again, Brian realized that something was 

wrong. He was the only one who didn't know the truth? "Mr. Bennet, what Stefan just said is true. You 

really misunderstood Director Chambers. There is nothing between them." "......" At this time, Albert 

had to put everything out, including Wendy deliberately made this misunderstanding, deliberately 

tracked Winnie, concealed the truth and gave Caro the hush money. "You...... why didn't you tell me 



since you have known it?" Brian shouted angrily and he felt more guilty as he knew the truth. He was 

wrong. He was so wrong. He believed Wendy but misunderstood Winnie, which led to their breakup and 

this painful situation. "It's not that we did not tell you, it's that Director Chambers did not want us to tell 

you. She thinks you're making excuses to break up with her, so it doesn't matter we tell you or not." 

"She thinks? She thought that in a fit of anger. Don't you know what I think? Don't you know how I've 

suffered these last few months? If I don't love her, how could I be so miserable?" Brian roared angrily 

and did not understand his most trusted two people hid the truth for Winnie. If they had spoken out 

sooner, he would have apologized sooner and made it up. It would be less painful for both of them. "I'm 

sorry, Mr. Bennet. Director Chambers asked us not to say anything. We couldn't refuse. She said there 

are too many obstacles between you, but if you don't break up now, you will. It might as well have been 

easier to separate earlier." "We can't guarantee that Director Chambers will be happy in the future, so 

we didn't say so." Calvin said an important reason and because of it, they decided to help her hide. Let 

alone they dare not guarantee Winnie would be happy, even Brian did not dare to promise, because his 

heart was not certain. Brian was once again silenced by reality. He finally understood why Winnie would 

rather carry the blame for carrying unwarranted guilt than explain the reason. Even though she thought 

everything was his plan, she did not expose. She did not want to continue suffering in pain and wanted 

to take this opportunity to get rid of him. 
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At the same time, Wendy was standing at the gate of Penny's home. She hid from her parents and came 

to Penny with a tangled heart. The doorbell rang and the gate opened. Then Wendy walked in. Into the 

room, Wendy was not in the mood to see the decoration style and environment here, but thought about 

how to communicate with Penny. "Long time no see." Wendy said but she was surprised when she saw 

Penny. Penny's face was pale and she was much thinner than she was in prison. Even her eyes went dim. 

It seemed that she was really ill. "It's been a long time. I thought I'd never see you again." "Sit down." 

Penny still had the strength to speak, and there was nothing unusual except her strange manner. "How 

are you these days? You look good." Wendy said flattery words. In fact, Penny did not look well at all. 

"Well, I'll die in a few days." "Wendy, you are certainly not concerned about my illness. I don't have 

much time, so just tell me what you want. If I die, you won't be able to find me anyone." Penny 

reminded Wendy. She did not want to communicate with Wendy too long, she wanted to spend more 

time to wait for her father to appear. "Don't say that. You're not going to die." "I do have something to 

talk to you. You should have known Winnie and Brian had broken up, but Gloria showed up. She was not 

easy to deal with because she had a rich family background." In order to save time, Wendy went to the 

point. Penny was sick, but Wendy could still feel the fear. So, even if Penny did not urge her, she would 

not be here for long. "You want me to help you deal with Gloria?" Penny knew that Wendy needed her 

help. "Give me some advice to see if Gloria has any weaknesses." Wendy dare not ask Penny to help, she 

was nervous even she just asked for advice. "She has fatal weakness. If you tell Brian, Brian will stay 

away from her." Penny showed an obscene smile. It was not only she took Winnie and Gloria as enemy, 

Wendy was also persistent until now. Winnie had been excluded by Brian. She could help Wendy, but 

she would never help Winnie and Gloria. Especially Winnie, once Brian chose Winnie, Penny’s life had 

been completely ruined. Even if she could not take revenge this life, she would certainly bring hatred to 



the next life. "Really? Can you tell me?" Wendy's eyes suddenly became bright. She felt she was right to 

come before she had the answer. "Yes, but you can't use it now." Penny had condition, or she would not 

do it. "I don't know what you mean." Wendy froze, she knew it was not easy to deal with Penny. "In my 

opinion, Gloria is easier to be dealt with than Winnie. You solve Winnie first and then tell Brian about 

Gloria, you will be completely successful." Penny's judgment was entirely due to Brian's love for Winnie. 

"Winnie and Brian have broken up, you now just take out Gloria's weakness." Wendy still did not 

understand. Everyone knew why Winnie and Brian broke up, Penny would not forget it. "You are so 

naive. Do you think Winnie and Brian can really be separated? Don't you know how much Brian loves 

Winnie?" Penny looked at Wendy with despise and then continued. "They separated on the surface, but 

it doesn't mean that Brian doesn’t love Winnie. He and Winnie separated for so long, why not he gets 

married? Because he still love Winnie?" "You eliminate Gloria now, Brian would go back to Winnie. All 

your hard work still has no result." Penny saw that Wendy was stupid, so she gave careful analysis. 

Winnie could not be replaced by anyone in the heart of Brian. Even if Wendy married Brian successfully, 

Brian would not love her. "What you say seems reasonable, but what can I do?" Originally Wendy saw 

light, but now she returned to the dark. If it was like what Penny said, she would never have a chance in 

her life. "I'll tell you about Gloria's weakness later, but listen to me. It's pretty easy. You don't have to do 

it. Gloria is not a simple person, nor a person who will easily admit defeat. All you have to do is let them 

fight each other, and you're just waiting to get what you want." Penny gave such opinions, as the 

support of Wendy. The rest was up to her to figure it out. If Wendy could really solve Winnie, she could 

save a lot of effort and would be happy. "But how do I make them hate each other? If Brian still loves 

Winnie, Gloria cannot win Winnie. Winnie will become an indestructible existence." Wendy could 

understand what Penny meant, but she had no way to implement it. In case of things in big trouble, she 

would not have a peaceful life. "What do you think? You think Winnie is a god? Who do you think is 

indestructible? Once she's gone, everything will be all right." Penny did not believe in indestructibility. 

No one could escape death. But she could not be straightforward, Wendy had to think on her own. 

Wendy was not that stupid. Hearing Penny's words, she was frightened. "You mean let her die?" Penny 

did not speak, but nodded. "Well..." Wendy hurried to deny, even her voice was nervous. What Penny 

asked he to do in the past did not involve life, but now Wendy became conservative and cautious and 

Penny was more and more unscrupulous. She was dying. She was not afraid of anything. But Wendy was 

not the same, she could not ruin her life because of uncertain things. But before she could finish, Penny 

interrupted her. "I said you can let Gloria do it for you. As long as you make good use of Gloria, she will 

do a better job." Penny knew Wendy didn't have the courage and she would say no. But now using 

Wendy was also her chance. If she took the chance, Winnie would be hated by everyone, even if Brian 

protected her, she would not have a good life. Wendy had tangled heart before she came to Penny, and 

after listening to Penny’s opinion, she did not feel better. Penny let Gloria and Winnie fight with each 

other, but what way could she make them fight? Besides, the man wins might not be Gloria. Assuming 

Gloria won, if Winnie died, Brian would not let go. And in the end, Wendy would be involved. No, no, no. 

Let them hurt each other, but not break the law. Winnie had to go back to work after a few words with 

Stefan and Caro. It happened so suddenly and it was unexpected. She felt upset, but she was glad that 

Brian didn’t believe Stefan and Caro. He knew the truth, and he made no response. So, what Winnie 

thought became a reality. Brian was just looking for a reason to part with her. This was good, Winnie 

should thank Brian. At the meeting, Winnie chose a place closest to the door, as far as possible away 

from Brian, so that she could leave as soon as the meeting ended. This was really a sad place for her, 

and every time she came, she got hurt. During the whole meeting, Winnie did not look up at Brian, but 



Brian's eyes fixed on Winnie. This woman's heart must be made of iron, otherwise she could not bear so 

many grievances. He couldn't imagine what she was going through. He never heard her say it again, 

except when she was drunk. But even if it was made of iron, he hurt her so much and she must be 

scarred. What could he do to mend her heart? As soon as the meeting ended, Winnie left quickly, even 

when Albert and Calvin ran to call her, she did not leave. At this moment she did not want to see Brian, 

did not want to see his false appearance. Brian was uneasy this day. He had a thorough investigation on 

Wendy, but he did not immediately find Wendy. He wanted to bring Wendy to Winnie for confrontation. 

Brian went to Stefan's hot pot restaurant after work, because he wanted to talk with Stefan. In the 

private room of the hot pot restaurant. "You should have known about my breakup with Winwin. Why 

didn't you tell me until now?" Brian asked in a cold voice. The reason why he asked so was that he felt 

that Stefan had selfish motives. "I know it early, but I didn't know why at first. I asked Winwin's friends, 

they said they didn't know. I asked Vanessa, she said she did not know. I couldn't say at the time if I 

wasn't sure why. When I found out why, I was abroad. I just got back a few days ago." Stefan explained, 

but the main reason was his selfishness. Now he was not going to hide his selfishness, as Caro said, he 

wanted to pursue Winnie aboveboard. "Of course, most of all... 
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When Stefan wanted to say his main purpose, the waiter knocked on the door. "BOSS, Miss Chambers is 

here." Stefan sighed. He did not know whether Winnie came at the right time, but since she came, have 

a talk. "Tell her I'm here and send her here." Stefan ordered and the waiter ran out. Moments later 

Winnie came in in low spirits. She first saw Brian and then Stefan. "What do you mean? You talk." 

Winnie turned to go, but was stopped by Stefan. "Winwin, let's sit down, okay? Even if Mr. Bennet was 

looking for a reason to break up with you, you should make it clear." Stefan persuaded Winnie, since he 

let Winnie in, he knew she would leave when she saw Brian. But running away would never solve the 

problem, whether they broke up or continued, they had to make this matter clear, so as to move on. "I 

have no innocence in his eyes. There's no difference between explaining and not explaining, and it 

doesn't change his opinion of me. So there's no point wasting energy." "Do you have a......" Winnie had 

seen through everything, no matter what kind of person she was, Brian did not trust her. Even though 

she worked as a software engineer and a cop, she was a liar in his eyes. The stereotype was so ingrained 

that she could not say a word. However, Stefan interrupted her and let her face it. "Winwin, you're 

running away, you know? For whatever reason, whatever Mr. Bennet thinks of you, you have broken up. 

Why can't you face it, why do you run away? Since you have broken up, you should show your 

innocence." Stefan's hint was understood by everyone present. Brian had been silent, now as long as he 

opened his mouth, Winnie would be irritable. He wanted her to stay and talk. But as long as he opened 

his mouth, Winnie must leave. Winnie understood Stefan’s words, if she was determined to go, it 

proved that she still loved Brian and cared about his views on her. But if she stayed and put an end to 

the matter, it would prove that in the meantime she had forgotten Brian and did not care what he 

thought of her. In that case, she stayed. Even if it was against her heart, even if it deceived herself, she 

wanted to let Brian know she had a better life without him. Winnie sorted out her chaotic mood, then 

walked back to sit next to Stefan, opposite Brian. Seeing that Winnie sat down, Brian felt relieved, but he 

was sad that it was Stefan made her stay. "Mr. Bennet, let’s go on." "The most important reason why I 



didn't tell you in time was my selfishess. You and Winwin are no longer together, and she's single so this 

is no offense. Because I like her, I have been struggling to help clear up the misunderstanding between 

you." "I was afraid that if I told you, you guys were back together, and I would lose my chance. That's 

why I hesitated for so long." Stefan said in a magnanimous way. He did not conceal the fact he liked 

Winnie and was not afraid to say such words in front of Brian. However, his forthright words made 

Winnie feel sudden. Winnie incredibly looked at Stefan. She did not expect he would say that in front of 

Brian. Brian was so unexpected, but he still frowned when he heard Stefan’s confession. He felt Stefan 

liked Winnie, so he asked why Stefan did not tell him the truth earlier. To his surprise, Stefan had the 

courage to say he liked Winnie. "Since you hesitated, why tell me now?" Brian asked coldly, suppressing 

his anger. "I don't want Winwin to be wronged all her life because of this, and I don't want you to lose 

Winwin in an unfair situation. I don't want to be a dirty person, I don't want to take advantage of 

people's danger." "I like Winwin, but I want to be aboveboard. Mr. Bennet, I want to say, from today I 

will officially pursue Winwin, I hope you can understand." "I know I am nothing compared to your 

qualifications. I can't afford a fancy limited-edition car, but I can buy her a car values millions. I can't 

afford a villa worth billions, but I can give her a spacious and bright home. The love you once gave her 

will be beyond by me." Stefan said seriously, and he knew that no matter how tactful his words were, 

they would be provocative to Brian. But he had to pursue his own happiness and love, he could not care 

about what others thought. He was very true to show his attitude, although his external conditions were 

not as good as Brian, but he could guarantee he loved Winnie. No matter how Brian looked at him or 

treated him, he wanted to express his love. At this moment he would like to thank Brian to give him this 

opportunity, if there was no misunderstanding between them, his love for Winnie could only be buried 

deep in the bottom of his heart. "I understand, she is now free to be courted by all men of composite 

conditions." Brian said through gritted his teeth. It was him who had given Stefan a chance, he would be 

blamed, but he would never let Stefan succeed, he must get Winnie back. "Thank you, Mr. Bennet, for 

your understanding. Do you still have any doubts about me and Winwin getting a room?" Brian said 

politely, No matter what Brian thought, he had to say it. "No, but I want to thank you. Thank you for 

taking care of Winwin that night, and for staying with her when she was sad." Brian had prepared so 

many questions but there was no need to ask now. If he asked, it would make Stefan and Winnie closer. 

He could no longer give Stefan a chance, no longer push the pace of their development. "I have to go." 

Brian got up and left. Brian’s leaving confused Stefan, and he did not say a word to Winnie. Was it true 

as Winnie said, Brian really gave up Winnie? But he at least apologized to Winnie and proved her 

innocence. Stefan looked at Winnie, distressed, afraid that she would be sad. “Winwin...” "Stefan, I will 

pretend I heard nothing. I know you're coming to my rescue, but don't joke like that again." Winnie said. 

For her, Brian’s ignorance was not strange, but Stefan's indirect confession made her have headache. "I 

mean what I say, and all you heard is from my heart. I'm not bailing you out. I'm taking chances for 

myself. I don't mean it in jest. I mean it from my heart." "Winwin, for the record. I......" "Stop.... Don't 

say it. I'm a woman with two children, I have an aunt, a sister and debt. You're not right with me." 

Winnie did not give Stefan the chance to say it out, it was burden for her and she could not stand it. "I 

know everything about you, children, aunt, sister and debt, it is not a problem. These are not my criteria 

for judging love. I only see you." "It's too early for you to say if we're right for each other. We need to try 

before we have the answer.” Stefan knew Winnie had not walked out of the world of Brian, she stilled 

loved Brian. But he did not care, he can use his heart to move Winnie. Brian's love was so heavy, he 

wanted to give her a light love, let her feel different love. Although there was no full grasp of getting 

Winnie, he must strive for it. "Don't make fun of me. It's an impulse. You'll figure it out when you're past 



that stage. Stefan, don't forget that you are a single bachelor who has never been married. If you want 

to marry, many girls like you, I can't match you and will drag you down." "Well, don't say anything. It's 

impossible between us. You need to adjust your impulses. I want us to be best friends for life." Winnie 

had a burden in her heart, but she had to easily say no. She and Stefan could not be together. They were 

just in the same age, the rest were not match. “Winwin...” "Stop it, ok? Aren’t you going to treat me to 

hot pot? If you say it again, I will leave." Winnie must let the topic stop. She had made it clear. Stefan did 

not go on. He knew Winnie was a stubborn person. She would turn and leave if he continued. Take it 

slow, he believed he could do it well. Winnie finished eating before she came home. What happened 

today made her tired, and what disappointed her was Brian’s attitude. Although she did not want to get 

back together with Brian, although Brian's attitude was good for their relationship, Winnie felt that he 

should at least say sorry, even if it was perfunctory. However, Brian was not willing to do it and she 

could only sigh. She felt her heart painful. Even if her heart was stabbed to death, no one could care. 

Maybe Brian thought she was strong enough, that she could take it. Winnie really was not so strong. She 

only had a heart. Her heart was made of flesh and blood, if it was injured, it would bleed or even die. 
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Winnie realized that it was sad that no one loved her. She happened to be the saddest woman. Listless, 

she walked out of the elevator, thought wildly, lowering her head. When she reached the door, she 

found a person standing there. Looking at this man, Winnie got angry. "I don't want to say anything. 

Please leave." Winnie said in a cold voice and did not open the door. She knew that once the door 

opened, Brian would walk in. She did not want Brian to go into her house and did not have any contact 

with him. From now on, even if he had a headache, she wouldn't care. When Winnie was angry, Brian 

did not go, but entered the password and directly opened the door. "You..." "I saw it the last time you 

input your password." Brian knew the password, but he did not go in, afraid to frighten Winnie, so he 

had been waiting outside the door. "Well, you go in and I'll leave." Winnie turned around, but Brian took 

her hand and forced her to the house. "What do you want? I said I don't want..." In the middle of her 

sentence, Brian interrupted her again. This time Brian did not speak, but gave her a hug. He tightly held 

Winnie in his arms, excited, joyful and steadfast. "I'm sorry, I'm really sorry. I was wrong. I was wrong. 

You hit me, you scold you, you can do whatever you want." Brian let go of Winnie, picked up Winnie's 

hand toward his chest. "What do you want? Is it any use now?" Winnie was angry, forced to pull back 

her hand, loudly questioned. She felt her nose sour and eyes red, but she endured. Until this moment, 

until Brian said sorry, said he was wrong, she felt how wronged she was, how bitter she was. "Yes, at 

least you give me a chance to apologize. Winwin, I'm sorry. I shouldn't have been so impulsive as to 

think it was real, I shouldn't have..." Brian saw that Winnie tried to endure the pain, he felt sad. He felt 

sorry to Winnie, but had to stand in front of her. If he escaped, if he did not show Winnie was 

innocence, he really was a wicked man, who could not be forgiven. She endured the humiliation for so 

long, if he did not say sorry, she would be wronged for a lifetime. "Don't say it, you're not wrong. You 

just found a reason to break up with me. We're done with each other. Let's forget the past. It doesn't 

matter if you were wrong or right. What matters is that you got rid of me." "It's getting late..." Winnie 

kept her emotions in check and did her best to look as if she did not care. She really had been waiting 

for this sorry, but now she still felt wrong. Forget it, she would not explain, as long as she did not feel 



sad, as long as she had no need to see Brian again. Brian has his own lethality, he would hurt her even if 

she said nothing. She was afraid that she could not afford and would die. "It's not what you think, I'm 

not..." "Don't quibble, it is disgusting, you know? Why didn't you think you were wrong when you didn't 

even give me a chance to explain? Why didn't you think you were wrong when you break up with me?" 

"Get out, get out now. I won't accept your apology as long as I live." Winnie could not help but roar 

loudly, pushing out Brian. "Winwin, give me a chance to explain..." "Why should I give you a chance to 

explain? Did you give me a chance to explain? I won't. I won't hear it." "Get out of here. I never want to 

see you again." As her angry voice fell, the door was shut and then she sobbed. In the past four months, 

who knows how she suffered? When the fact was exposed, he said sorry. But was she supposed to 

forgive and erase everything she'd endured? Winnie hated Brian, and hated herself why she fell in love 

with such a man? He gave her nothing but pain. No forgiveness, She'd rather live with hate than forgive. 

Brian was driven out of the door, feeling anxious, knocking on the door, but Winnie did not open the 

door. He tried to enter the password, but the door was locked inside. He worried about her, she could 

treat him any way she wanted, even take a knife to cut flesh from his body, as long as he could see her. 

After a long time of knocking, the neighbors came out, but Winnie still did not open the door. Brian had 

to give up for fear of affecting the neighbors. After being wronged for so long, maybe she needed some 

time to get over it. If he pushed too hard, it could backfire. Brian went downstairs but did not leave. He 

was in the car feeling guilty and ashamed. He thought about the four months of all things, thinking 

about Winnie again and again was about to speak and stop, thinking about those people’s hint, thinking 

about that everyone believed in Winnie. Only he did not listen to anything, did not believe anything. 

Now he finally understood why Winnie did not tell her family and friends the reason for the breakup, 

because she was not wrong, because the wrong person was him. If he had calmed down to watch the 

video from beginning to end, things wouldn't have gotten to this point. They would not break up, would 

not let the two children sad, would not let Winnie bear all the negative effects alone. This time he was 

so wrong, so stupid. He did not know if he could get forgiveness. Winnie woke up in the morning but her 

eyes were still swollen. She was not in the mood to eat breakfast. She simply packed up and headed out 

to work. As soon as she got to the car, Brian appeared in front of her. "Winwin, I brought you breakfast." 

"I've eaten. please don’t show up to me again." Winnie bypassed Brian and directly got in the car. 

"Winwin, let’ have talc, give me a little time, ok?" Brian wanted to win a little time, even if Winnie 

scolded him, after all, she needed to vent. However, Winnie drove away like she heard nothing. Winnie 

had nothing to say, so there was no need to waste time. Again, Brian was rejected. Winnie was stubborn 

and would not forgive him so easily. In addition to apologizing as much as possible, Brian also needed to 

do something more sincere. So the first thing was his invitation to Gloria to get married. Brian came to 

the company, he ordered the secretary to contact Gloria. Then he called Albert and Calvin to adjust the 

overall time of his work. There was nothing important from today on, and his work was only scheduled 

until after hours. After work, he used time to apologize, to comfort Winnie’s injured heart, to get back 

Winnie. "Mr. Bennet, we'll do what you ask. Don't make Director Chambers sad again." When the work 

came to an end, Calvin boldly mentioned Winnie. As expected, it caused Brian's extreme dissatisfaction. 

"Don't you dare talk to me about it? Would it be so bad if you had told me earlier?" Brian shouted 

loudly, although it was not his character to complain, this matter can come to such a state were related 

to these two traitors. "Mr. Bennet, we gave you hint and asked you to rewatch the video, but you......" 

"When did you talk to me become a hint? Can't you just say it? Not to mention something this big. You 

only consider Director Chambers' idea, have you thought for me? How did I spend those days?" 

"Director Chambers asked you to hide it and you hid, didn't you think about her grievance, her 



innocence? Do you want her to be misunderstood by me all her life?" Brian criticized angrily. After all, it 

was all his fault. Passing the buck was not what a man should do. He was just blowing off steam in front 

of them. "We... Sorry, Mr. Bennet, we were thoughtless." Two people did not dare to talk back, 

hesitated and then said sorry. They had thought about these, but Winnie did not care about injustice 

and innocence. In her eyes injustice and innocence were insignificant to the pain Brian brought her. 

"Alas...... It's not your fault. It's my fault that my anger got the better of me, and it's my fault that things 

got to this point. In fact, I should thank Stefan, if he had not come to explain, I would have 

misunderstood her for the rest of my life." Brian reflected on himself, no matter what the purpose of 

Stefan was, it was his credit in this matter. If there was no Stefan, he would hate Winnie all his life, and 

they could not be together in this life. In fact, when facing so many people's doubts and reminders, he 

had seriously thought about it. But he didn't have the courage to go through the video again. He was 

afraid that if the result did not change, it would be another stab in his heart. Brian did not continue to 

blame, which surprised Albert and Calvin. This showed that their mistakes were forgiven. Now that 

we're forgiven, there was still something to be determined. Albert looked at Calvin, and then opened his 

mouth first. "How do you plan to deal with this matter? And the matter of Wendy was not fair to 

Director Chambers. If she hadn't misled you, it wouldn't be like this." Albert said, Calvin followed suit. 

"Yes, if there was no Wendy, Director Chambers would not be misunderstood and wronged. These past 

few months you did not have a good time, but Director Chambers is worse than you. She worked hard 

and did not let herself be idle. She used to take a nap at noon. Ever since this incident, she has taken full 

advantage of the noontime. I've seen her working in her car several times." 
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As Calvin's voice fell, Albert did not give Brian the opportunity to speak but directly said. Only in this way 

could he truly say this misunderstanding during this period of time. "I saw that too. Director Chambers 

said that the main purpose of changing a car is to work in the car and have a rest when she is tired." 

"Mr. Bennet, whether you have feelings for Director Chambers or not, we think you should give Director 

Chambers an explanation." Albert and Calvin required Brian to Winnie an explanation and to deal with 

Wendy. On this occasion, if Mr. Bennet indulged, they refused. "You two are forcing me. Rest assured, I 

will do something about it. Wendy is secretly making trouble. I will make her repent and apologize to 

Winwin." Even if Albert and Calvin did not remind him, he would not let go of Wendy. What Wendy did 

was so infuriating. He had forgiven her and helped her, but she caused endless damage to Winnie. This 

time he would not indulge her. Not much later Gloria came over, Albert and Calvin left the space for the 

two of them. "You haven't contacted me for several days, why, do you have time today?" Gloria said in 

her charming voice, which attractive to men. Only Brian had no feeling to this woman. "Sit down first." 

Brian's anger was somewhat subdued, but his voice was still cold. "Why do I think you are in a bad 

mood? Have you met something bad at work? Can I help you? Or can my dad help you?" Gloria saw 

Brian was in a bad mood, she asked as she sat down. "It's not about work. It's between us." Brian simply 

replied, he did not like others to guess his mind. However, Brian's words made Gloria nervous. Although 

Brian had always spoken coldly and been uninhibited and she was used to his attitude, she still felt 

uneasy and felt he was not saying what she wanted to hear. "What is it?” Gloria asked tentatively. "First 

of all, I'm sorry. My commitment to you must be broken." Brian had to use a strong attitude to express 



his ideas so that Gloria would not think otherwise. Gloria knew her premonition was right. Hearing that, 

she felt her heart jumped to her throat. Even so, even if she did not want to accept the fact, she could 

not let on now that she was alarmed. "I have no problem about it, but can I know why?" Gloria asked, 

she wanted to know the reasons. Was it because Wendy or Winnie, or Penny gave the evidence to 

Brian? "The reason is that I can't marry anyone, so I can't go on." Brian didn't mean Winnie, he just 

didn't say Winnie directly so as not to harm Winnie. "Oh, so you can accept a marriage without 

feelings?" Brian did not say it directly, but Gloria guessed it. She could see why Brian called off the 

engagement. "You could say that. And it is not only my promise to you that I am breaking off, but also 

our partnership." Brian understood he must give up blind dating, even if he had the interests with 

Gloria’s family. He could not let Winnie suffered any harm, even if grandpa forced him, even grandpa 

would make a hard time for Winnie, it was better than his emotional damage. As long as he 

wholeheartedly stood by Winnie, as long as he carefully protected Winnie, he believed that the problem 

could be solved, but it might take times, after all, Winnie would not easily forgive her. "All over? The 

cooperation between our two families is at a critical juncture. If we break up at this time, it will have an 

impact on it." Gloria was not calm and did not expect him to cancel all. If only the engagement was 

canceled, Gloria could reluctantly accept it, at least later she would have a chance. But it was all over, 

she waited all those years, she lost her best chance. And there might not be a second chance. "I have 

considered the cooperation between the two families, and I will not withdraw the cooperation. If your 

father cannot accept this fact and does not want to develop and benefit each other, I have no problem if 

he wants to cancel it." Brian would not hinder the breakup with Gloria because of this matter. After a 

sleepless night, he thought it all out. In his life, no matter what things lost, it was not as painful as to lose 

Winnie. He would not worry about losing his grandfather's trust. Even if he lost the position of 

president, he didn't care. After all, he still had his own company and it could continue to grow. In short, 

the loss of his life would not be so painful. In the last four month, he really realized what pain was. "I 

don't know my company's attitude. I just want to remind you not to interfere with your work." Brian's 

argument made Gloria's heart completely cool. It was pretty clear he didn't care about cooperation. In 

this way, she had no place to threaten Brian and no excuse to keep their relationship. She could only 

think of a way when she came back. "Since business matters are not affected, I don't object to your 

decision, and I haven't figured out how to talk to my boyfriend yet. But it may have some impact on my 

career." Gloria had to say so, at least let Brian feel guilty. "Your career will be affected, and our 

company's stock will suffer. But these are things we can overcome, and that's what we agreed upon. We 

signed the agreement expecting this kind of thing to happen, so we have our own ways to deal with it." 

Brian would not have any guilt at all, after all, the two of them had a cooperative relationship, so each 

impact had to be dealt with separately. After all, Gloria's career impact had been negligible compared 

with the Bennet Group’s stock turmoil. "I'll talk to my family, and you talk to your family. Well, I've made 

that clear. Thank you for your time." Brian drove her out in a euphemistic way. Gloria was speechless. 

"Well, then our business is over. If there's anything I can do for you in the future, Mr. Bennet, please let 

me know. We can't be husband and wife, at least we can still be friends and help each other when we 

are in trouble." "Your time is money, and I won't bother you. Good-bye, Mr. Bennet." Gloria said 

goodbye and then left. No matter what happened, she must keep calm and not expose her emotions to 

him. But as soon as she stepped out of Brian’s office, her face changed and went dark. She left quickly, 

and now she had to find someone to work out a strategy. She could not let this opportunity just go 

away. After Gloria left, Brian immediately called Albert. "Now tell the media I broke up with Gloria." 

Brian firmly ordered. "Mr. Bennet, when you two got together, you did not tell the media. Is it necessary 



to tell them your separation now?" Albert felt it was not necessary, but he did not know what Brian was 

thinking. "I did not tell the media, but everyone knew it. I have not clarified so many affairs, which is 

tantamount to acquiescence. Now everyone knows I'm with her, and I want everyone to know we're 

apart. It's the only way to clean up our relationship so we don't get into trouble." "The most important 

thing is that I want Director Chambers to feel my sincerity. I'll take care of it this time and never let her 

get hurt again." For Brian, the problem before was not the reason, the key was Winnie. If this time was 

the same as the previous several times, it was unfair to Winnie. He must give Winnie an explanation. "All 

right, I'll do it." Albert understood and then turned around. "Be quick. Don't give Gloria any chance." 

Brian added. After he finished ordering, he had to consider the attitude of grandpa. In fact, the most 

difficult one to deal with was his grandpa and he had no idea what kind of pressure he would put on 

Winnie. Gloria left the Bennet Group and called Thomas, half an hour later, she got through, but felt it 

was hard to communicate over the phone. So the two men made an appointment to a secluded tea 

room. Two people met after an hour, however before they started the topic, Gloria's assistant came in 

with panic. "Mr. Bennet has made an official announcement." "What official announcement? How can 

you be so rude? I was in the middle of a business meeting, and it was presumptuous of you to barge in 

like that. You want to lose your job, don’t you?" Gloria was in a bad mood and had no place to vent her 

angry, and at this time, her assistant barged in. "See the headlines first." Her assistant seemed to have 

been accustomed to Gloria’s hot temper and directly interrupted Gloria, and then showed her the 

phone. Gloria then found it was the news about her breakup with Brian. "It's over, we're late. How can 

he do that? He didn't give me any time." Gloria was panic, she did not expect Brian would tell the media. 

"What's the matter?” Thomas asked in a cold voice and frowned. 
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Thomas disliked that a girl was not calm, in face of big thing or small thing. Gloria was such a person, on 

the surface she looked tough and scheming, but actually she was panic. So far, in addition to Winnie, 

girls around Brian were not composed. Her assistant came to Thomas and showed him the phone. "You 

broke up? You want to tell me this?" Thomas raised his voice, mixed with the tone of blaming. If Gloria 

could make it clear on the phone, there was likely to be a remedial opportunity. It wouldn't be so 

passive even if there was not. "Yes, we broke up just now. I didn't expect he would tell the media, since 

we didn't announce it to the press when we started." Gloria was anxious, looking at Thomas, seeking for 

help. "Why did you break up?" Thomas continued to ask, he did not expect things to go this way. The 

cooperation of two was at the critical juncture. Brian chose to break up at this time was no doubt an 

unwise choice. "He didn't give a specific reason. He said he could not marry someone he had no feeling 

with. I guess he's back with Winnie." Gloria said her own guess, she thought it was the only possibility. 

"Since he said so, it is related to Winnie." Thomas thought so, in addition to Winnie, no one could 

control the idea of Brian. "If you told me on the phone, we still had time to figure it out. But we met, we 

have wasted time and missed the best chance to save the situation." Thomas could not help but blame 

Gloria, but he was very clear that if it was related to Winnie, they could not save it. "I didn't expect that. 

We have to do something. We have just started our plan, we can't just be kicked out in disgrace." Gloria 

asked for help, now she was worried and could not think of a way and could only put hope on Thomas. 

"Alas......" Thomas sighed. He could figure it out, but it would take time. "Uncle Thomas, I think Penny is 



to blame for this. If she..." At this, Gloria shut her mouth. Then she looked at her assistant and said. "We 

will announce our separation immediately and will not speak to any media." Gloria wanted to do 

something about it and she did not want her assistant to hear anything more. After her assistant left, 

Gloria opened her month seeing that Thomas was silent. “If it were not for Penny, I would have married 

Brian. Once we are married, it's harder for him to say breakup." Gloria put all the responsibility on 

Penny, after all, now she was not sure if it was related to Winnie. "You are right. Penny is part of the 

reasons. It seems that we must try to get rid of her." Penny was a malignant tumour, if this malignant 

tumour was not pulled out, sooner or later it would become cancerous. However, Penny was originally a 

dying man, and it was not worth fighting for a dying man. He needed a good plan. "Yes, as soon as she 

disappeared, I have no handhold. In that way I have nothing to worry about. With a little tricks, Brian 

will come back to me. "Uncle Thomas, think what I should do next. We can't just sit and wait for 

opportunities like before." Gloria was eager, even if there was Thomas to help her, she could not calm 

down. "Well, if you want to be with Brian, give up your current career." Thomas thought of a way, but 

before he could give specific explanation, Gloria refuted. "No, I'm in the prime of my career. I can't give 

up." Gloria attitude was obvious that she would not give up her career now. "You want to be with Brian, 

but you are not willing to make sacrifices. Do you really believe in pie in the sky? Gloria. You have to 

think clearly what you want. I will tell you clearly that it is impossible to get Brian without giving 

anything.” "Besides, you're going to lose your career sooner or later. As long as your relationship with 

Brian is established, the Bennet family will not allow you to be seen in public. You must stay safe at 

home and do what a wife should do." "Do you know that my father does not like your profession, if it 

were not for your father's strength, you would have been excluded in the blind date. You would have no 

chance at all." Thomas reminded Gloria and let her see the facts. Her status as a model did not help her, 

but rather took away a lot of goodwill. "If you can't make any sacrifice, I have nothing to do." Thomas 

was disappointed and felt that Gloria was not a good partner. He had been thinking, if his partner was as 

smart as Winnie, it would have no so many twists and turns. "No, I'm not unwilling to make sacrifices. If I 

don't do this job, I have no excuse to be close to Brian. Where to find a chance to meet him?" Gloria 

hurried to explain, but she knew it was just an excuse. She did not want to give up her job. "My words 

are not finished, and you are in a hurry to deny. How can’t you calmly listen to me to finish?" Thomas 

finally found the opportunity to ask Gloria. Seeing that Gloria was disobedient, he was angry. Gloria had 

missed the good chance and had not seized the heart of Brian. Gloria hated Penny, in fact, she had a 

problem and responsibility. "You can give up this job and go to work for your father's company. Figure 

out a way to make this work, and tell your father you want to be a part of it. Won't you have more 

chances to get along with Brian?" Thomas outlined his idea. He thought it was the best way so far. Only 

in this way could she have a proper contact with Brian and have more opportunities. Gloria felt it 

reasonable, but she still had worries. "But, Uncle Thomas, if it does not succeed, I will make a great 

sacrifice." "What sacrifice do you have? If you really can't be with Brain, you can resume your old career. 

Many people did no and it depends on your strength and ability." Thomas wanted to say that Gloria had 

no ability, hoping to hurt her self-esteem so that she could strive for it. "I..." "Gloria, I thought about 

your idea. You think you still have a chance with Brian in your current career. But I tell you, since Brian 

announced that he broke up with you, it proves that he will never cooperate with you or contact you at 

work again. In other words, you cannot approach Brian as a model.” "The way I've given you is the only 

way. There is no other way. You can study it with your father and see what he thinks." Gloria wanted to 

defend, but Thomas did not give her a chance. No matter how Gloria thought, as long as she still wanted 

to get Brian, she could only use this way. Thomas had said what he should say, it depended on how 



Gloria think. Thomas immediately got up and left. After Thomas left, Gloria's father called her and Gloria 

had to go home. In Gloria's living room. There was only a family of three in the living room. Andrew was 

questioning Gloria with a face of anger. "How could you break up so fast? Do you think this is about the 

two of you? It's about our two companies." "Gloria, you are capricious, you made a direct decision 

without discussing with me. Don't you know now is the critical time for cooperation?" Andrew was 

annoyed because the incident came out of the blue and at the wrong time. Even in ten days or so, 

everything would be settled. "This is my own affair, I can make my decision. He is determined to break 

up, should I beg him not to break up?" Gloria was also angry and was so annoyed to be scolded by her 

father. "Dad, you don't worry about me. You only worry the company. Besides, we are dominant in this 

cooperation. It was they should be afraid. Why are you so worried?" Gloria had always been thought so 

and thought even if they were passive, they would not care about losing the opportunity to cooperate. 

"You're just a simple girl who knows only how to walk the runway. The Bennet Group is big and we're 

not the only car brand he wants to work with. Although it looks like our family is in the driving seat, it's 

not. If this cooperation does not succeed, we will lose a lot." Andrew told the truth. He just wanted to 

let Gloria see the facts, in B city, in the country, there was no company could comparable to the Bennet 

Group. Even if this single cooperation could not succeed, the Bennet Group would not have big loss. "Is 

it that serious? Dad, you've got to be kidding me." Gloria did not believe it and did not expect to be so 

complex and it was her family more needed this cooperation. "I'm not in the mood to joke with you. It is 

the truth. If this partnership doesn't work out, our company will go bankrupt." Andrew did not want to 

say such a thing in front of his daughter and wife, but if he did not make the matter more serious, his 

daughter would not take it seriously. Gloria did not speak again but looked at her father with disbelief. 

She did not expect their breakup to have such a big impact on the company. With so much influence, it 

would be good for her to sacrifice a career in exchange for a chance for the company. After a while, 

Andrew's mood softened. "Gloria, is there a chance to save?" "No, Dad. You know Brian. He never takes 

back what he says or does." Gloria gave an affirmative answer. 
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Why was Gloria so sure? She knew about her collaboration with Brian, but her parents did not. When an 

emotional partnership ended, there was no chance of redemption. "Is there any other way?" Andrew 

could not give up, now the only hope was on his daughter. "Dad, the best thing to do is find another 

chance to be with him. How about this..." Gloria told his father what Thomas said and asked for her 

father's opinion. "Yes, that's a good idea. But this can only be done under the premise of successful 

cooperation, which has nothing to do with it now." Andrew measured that Gloria's method was only 

suitable after successful cooperation, and now the most critical thing was to promote cooperative 

relations. "Don't worry too much, Dad. Brian said that our breakup will not affect the cooperation 

between the two families. I think he'll keep things separate, because they want to be involved in cars." 

Gloria comforted her father, she thought there was still a chance, so there was no need to worry. 

"Andrew, don't worry too much. If Brian says so, we have a chance. Gloria's mother Becky persuaded. 

She had no idea, so she could only comfort him. "Well, there's nothing other ways for the time being." 

Andrew sighed and spoke. "It's all we can do now. Gloria, we have to carry out your plan. If you and he 

can get back together, we'll have plenty of opportunities for the future." "You don't have to announce 



your withdrawal of your career yet. Use this time as a healing period and don’t accept any activities. You 

also have a way out in case you fail in Brian. Andrew gave his idea as an exit strategy for his family. 

Gloria followed her father's advice and from now on she would not accept any activities and focused on 

the cooperation. Gloria's family knew about the official announcement, and so did the whole country, 

including Brian's relatives and friends, as well as Winnie. Looking at the headlines on the phone, Winnie 

was not surprised, but felt ridiculous. Why was that? What was the point of doing that? Did he want to 

fix something, or he changed the blind date? At this time, Daenerys' phone came. Just she put through 

the phone, Daenerys said in an eager voice. "What happened? Brian broke up with Gloria? Because of 

you? Have you reconciled?" Daenerys was confused and basically shocked. "I also saw them break up, 

but we didn't get back together, and I don't know why they broke up." Winnie told the truth, Brian did 

know the truth, also apologized to her. But he hadn't said anything about getting back together, so this 

had nothing to do with her. "How is that? Kevin said some time ago that he wanted to get married. It's 

only been a few days and now they broke up. Does Gloria have a big runway event that needs to be 

promoted like this?" Winnie's answer undoubtedly made Daenerys more confused. She saw the news 

and first thought of Winnie, because in addition to Winnie, no one could let Brian change his mind. "I 

don't know, and I don't need to know. It's his business, it's the Bennet Group’s business, and I can't get 

involved in it." Even if he broke up with Gloria and knew the truth. Her relationship with Brian would not 

change substantially. But if he broke up and was to be with Wendy, Winnie would never sit still. "This is 

strange, I still let my husband ask Brian." Daenerys was still curious. "What are you doing..." Winnie 

want to persuade her not to ask too much, but Daenerys had hung up. She sighed, and before she could 

put down her cell phone, Oscar's phone came in. "What's the matter?” Oscar was unexpected. “You 

want to ask about the breakup of Brian and Gloria? I don't know. It has nothing to do with me." Winnie 

answered directly, before Oscar asked the question. "Is it really none of your business?" Oscar asked 

with disbelief. "No. If there is nothing else, I'll get to work." Winnie felt no need to say more. She didn't 

want to hear any more about it. He already knew the truth and there was nothing left to think about. 

"Ok. I trust you." Oscar put down the phone, though he said he believed Winnie, but he still felt Winnie 

was the reason. Winnie hung up the phone and sighed, as she put the phone aside and was ready to 

work, but Leo's phone came in. Winnie answered directly before Leo asked anything. "I don't know why 

Brian and Gloria broke up. I have nothing to do with it. Brian and I did not make up." "I guess I am not 

the first to call. Are you telling the truth?" Hearing that, Leo knew he must not be the first to call her. 

But he also did not believe that Winnie had nothing to do with it, though she explained. "No, no, you 

don't believe it, do you? Do you think I'm the kind of person who can't take it personally? I repeat, I have 

nothing to do with him." Winnie was to be driven crazy by these people. Brian broke up, why they asked 

her? "Well, I believe you. I have a call coming in. You can go to work." "Alas...... What's that attitude? Is 

that like believing? Leo, I..." Leo's attitude had no sense of trust. Winnie asked, but Leo had hung up the 

phone. "Crazy, crazy, these are not best friends, these are crazy people. I explained, but they don’t 

believe me." Winnie looked at the phone talking to herself. What was going on? She knew nothing, why 

she was blamed? Winnie had been holding the phone in her hand, because a crazy woman called Emily 

had not yet called. When Winnie looked down at the screen, the knock on the door suddenly sounded. 

"Come in." Winnie answered and did not look up. But the sound that followed made her look up in 

surprise. "How come Brian broke up with Gloria? You are not reconciled with Brian, are you?" Emily’s 

voice was eager, and she walked to Winnie with doubts. Gasping for breath, with sweat on her nose tip, 

she must have run upstairs. "You scared me, I thought you came out of the phone." Winnie did not 

expect that Emily would come. "What did you say?" Emily did not understand the meaning of Winnie. 



"Nothing. You are tired, sit and have some water." Winnie got up and then went to pour water for Emily. 

"You are calm, but I am anxious. Tell me what is going on." Emily did not sit down, but followed behind 

Winnie, questioning. "I think you're crazy, too. What do you want me to say about them breaking up? I 

tell you, I have nothing to do with it. Winnie took a bottle of water, unscrewed the cap and then handed 

it to Emily. "Drink water first, is it worthwhile to be tired for others’ things?" Winnie was still calm, as if 

the world had nothing to do with her. "None of your business? I don’t believe it. Who else has the 

power to break up Brian?" Emily would not believe and felt it was because of Winnie, Brian and Gloria 

broke up. "I'm not that powerful. Do you think we would have broken up if I am?" "Don't think about it. 

Do you want me to suffer and to back with Brian?" Winnie thought she was an ordinary woman. Woman 

who could stay with Brian and let him give up all women was extraordinary. "No, I am just surprised. The 

news was incredible, so I came to you." Emily didn’t want Winnie to go back to Brian and take suffering, 

she simply wanted to know why Brian brpke up. "He has so many good women around him, he can be 

anyone he wants to, there is nothing strange about that." "Is that why you came here? It's only been 

twenty minutes since the news came out. You... Your car must be flying." Winnie could not help but 

laugh. Either Emily broke the traffic law or took a the car as a plane, otherwise she could not be there in 

twenty minutes. "I'm right in the neighborhood. I came here for a business meeting and I just got this 

shocking news and I drove straight here." "Are you sure this isn't about you? Or maybe you don't know 

because of you." Emily asked, and she would continue if Winnie did not give a positive answer. "You all 

have the same attitude. You don't believe me. I don't have to lie to you. Just stop pushing me. I'm sure I 

had nothing to do with it." "I don't understand you why you asked me the reason he broke up. If he 

marries, will you ask me who is to marry. You're so boring, you make me look like the culprit." Winnie 

felt everyone was idle and boring. She did not put the things in her heart, but everyone took it seriously. 

Since the day she broke up with Brian, they had nothing to do with each other, especially his private 

affairs, Winnie never asked, how could she get involved? "I think no one can change Brian's mind except 

you." Emily felt that her doubts were too much, but in addition to Winnie, she really could not think of 

who could let Brian make his breakup public. 
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CHAPTER 699 MAKE IT CLEAR 

 

Winnie was speechless by her friends, all the people called and Emily even came to her. It was 

conceivable that they had the same aims and ideas. "That's what Daenerys said. Do your research then. I 

couldn't influence his decision when we were still together, and I can't influence his decision now that 

we are separated. You think too much." "We can stop talking about it. I don't want to talk about it 

anymore." Just because of this one thing Winnie explained at least four times, she was tired of it. So 

what if she had something to do with it? She didn't run it. There was no room for changing it. As soon as 

the news came out, Brian made all the preparations. He had received the call from his father called, his 

sister, and now he was receiving a phone call from Kevin. "I sent the news, it is true." After answering 

Kevin's question, Brian continued to wait for Kevin's question. "Why? Why break up?" Kevin thought it 

was because of Winnie, but he asked. "I don’t live her. Because I can't live a lifetime with someone I 

don't love. I cannot marry another woman because I feel indebted to Winwin." Brian knew that Kevin 

would ask this question, and he had already got the answer. "What do you mean?" Kevin was puzzled. "I 

don't have time to talk now, but tonight, you call everyone to XX restaurant. I've booked a private room 



there, and I'll talk with everyone then." Brian could not make it clear over the phone, and he wanted to 

tell all Winnie's friends face to face and to admit his fault. "What about Winwin?" Kevin asked, aware 

that things were not so simple. "Yes, but you can't say I ask her out, or she won't come." Brian said and 

then hung up the phone. Brian knew that he should give a statement, let everyone know Winnie was 

suffering. After hanging up Kevin's phone, Brian was waiting for another call. Unexpectedly, the call was 

delayed, which made Brian not understand. Traditionally, grandpa would be the first person to call to 

blame him when something like this happened. But he had no yet called. There might be two reasons. 

One was that he didn't know it yet, and the other was that he was waiting for Brian to come to him to 

explain it. In this case, Brian would take the initiative, after all, he had to face it. Brian arranged his work 

and went to the old house. Thomas and Gloria separated and went home directly. Only Felix could 

control Brian. When he got home, he went to the study and told his father about the breakup of Brian. 

"Dad, Brian is too impulsive this time. His decision to end the relationship at such a critical time is a fatal 

blow to the partnership." "I don’t know what he's thinking. If this kind of thing happens a lot, he'll ruin 

the Bennet Group." Thomas said and vent out his discontent. He had to make his father realize how 

dangerous Brian’s behavior was. "He should have his plan." Unexpectedly, Felix did not blame Brian 

angrily but calmly waited. But when he knew that Brian broke up with Gloria, he guessed the reason. 

Brian must know he misunderstood Winnie, and wanted to be with Winnie again. Felix thought of this 

situation, but did not expect that Brian would know the truth so soon. He thought things would go as 

Winnie expected. And until Brian got married and realized he was wrong, it would be too late. But now 

it seemed that things were out of control, not what he had expected at all. "He can't do that, at least 

consider the feelings of others. He broke up so suddenly, how should I explain to Andrew? And as we all 

know, Gloria is sensible and considerate, in line with the standards of a good wife and a good mother. 

She is better than Winnie and Wendy." Thomas did not understand why his father was so peaceful and 

what he was waiting for. But he couldn't just wait. He had to get his father to lean toward Gloria before 

Brian explained. "You are the only one who thinks she is good." These were the only words Felix uttered, 

but they were overwhelming. Those eyes, not angry but majestic, were not at all the look of a man of 

ninety. "Dad...... What do you mean by that?" Thomas asked boldly, waiting for his father's answer, and 

dare not praise Gloria again. "You know what kind of person Gloria is and whether she is really 

considerate. If it had not been for her good fortune, I should never have consented to their 

acquaintance." Felix has this thought after the investigation of Gloria, in addition to the family, Gloria 

had no advantage, she had no advantages and quality as Winnie. "Since her family is rich, that is enough. 

There are few girls of that kind all over B City." Thomas pretended he did not understand his father's 

words and continued to explain. No matter Gloria was good or bad, there were advantages after all. No 

one could match that, and that was what his father wanted. “Stop. I want to hear what Brian thinks. I'll 

deal with it after he explains it to me." Felix stopped the topic, and for the first time he did not assert it 

forcefully. That Brian broke up did not make him angry and did not make him anxious, but let him relax. 

It came from his guilt to Winnie, from the fact that he knew the truth but had been hiding it. Felix did 

not want to mention this, but Thomas had not finished. "Dad, why did they break up? I just feel too 

sudden, is he with Winnie again?" Thomas guessed and mentioned Winnie. He had suspected Winnie, 

but there was no specific evidence. If it was really because of Winnie, the attitude of Brian had been 

firm, and he would not care about anyone's pressure. "I've only just found out about it. I can't possibly 

know why. Don't say any more. I want to be alone. Go out." Felix was upset by Thomas. Even if he knew 

the reason, he would not tell Thomas. "Dad......" "Get out." Thomas did not give up, but was driven out 

by Felix. Only Felix was in the study, he was thinking about Winnie and children. Winnie was impeccable, 



and two children did not say a word to him now, it seemed that if he did not agree their parents to be 

together, they would break off relations with him. Did he really want the children to hate him? This 

time, Brian made his decision before he did tell anyone. It was clear that he would not go on a blind date 

even if he was not with Winnie. No matter how he threatened, even he let Winnie disappear, Brian 

could not be in obedience. And he really wanted to let Winnie an impeccable person disappear? If 

Winnie disappeared, would two children be depressed? How many people's happiness did he destroy? 

Felix was thinking about these things and analyzing how to make everyone happy, then Brian knocked at 

the door and then pushed it in. "Grandpa." Brian greeted him with unyielding confidence. "Go ahead." 

Felix was direct. Since he had known it, there was no need to waste time. "Grandpa, you have known it." 

"Well, I'll tell you what I think." Brian was right. Otherwise, he would be stuck waiting for grandpa to call 

him. "Grandpa, I broke up with Gloria and didn't tell you, it is my fault. However, even if I told you, it 

won’t change anything." Brian first apologized and didn't think he was doing anything wrong. He had to 

do it firt and give grandpa no chance to object. Brian took a breath and went on. "I did it to Winwin 

because I was sorry to her. It's not her fault that we broke up. I misunderstood her and made her suffer 

for so long." "Grandpa, Winwin wasn't wrong. I was wrong. So I can't marry anyone else. I want to make 

it up to her. I want to clear her name." Brian did not conceal his thoughts to Felix. This time no one could 

change his determination, this time, he was not hurt Winnie for anyone, this time, he only strove for 

happiness for him, Winnie and the children. Felix first took a long breath. Brian's resolute attitude made 

him feel the crisis. Such an attitude made him wonder if this time he would succeed in sticking to his 

ideas. "She is not wrong, but there is more than one way of making amends. Can't it make up for letting 

her live in the suburbs as before with the children and you?" Felix felt weak, but he had to hold on. "No, 

none of the previous methods could make it up to her. I didn't drive her out of suburbs. She left of her 

own free will. I know her very well. Once she leaves, she will never come back. Once a relationship ends, 

she won't start it again, unless it starts again in a different relationship." "I have two kids, and I wouldn't 

be able to say I'm sorry without them." Brian's attitude was more and more determined, even the light 

in his eyes was firm. He knew Winnie well, if he apologized to her and they were together again, if she 

continued to his mistress, she would not agree. Even if she were offered the place as Mrs. Bennet, she 

might not accept it. That was why Brian said he was glad to have two children. Brian paused for a 

moment, and then looked at Felix formally and rigorously with his fixed eyes. "Grandpa, this time, I want 

to..." 
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Just as Brian was about to say his idea, Felix interrupted him. "Brian, you broke up with Gloria so 

suddenly, have you ever thought about the interests of the company?" Felix did not let Brian say what 

he wanted, because he had not determined the important thing and how to treat Winnie. "Don't worry 

about that. Our company has taken a leading position in the negotiation for cooperation. If the 

cooperation is cancelled now, the loss is Andrew’s. Of course, they may give up the cooperation 

opportunity because they are angry. But don't worry, Grandpa. I've already lined up my next partner as 

a backup. In short, if there is any damage this time, I will double the compensation and never let the 

Bennet Group have damage." Brian assured. He knew grandpa cared most about the interests of the 

company. He didn't worry about business. He could get back what he lost in other ways. But once he lost 



Winnie, he could never find her back. He would regret for a lifetime, he would be guilty for a lifetime. 

"Grandpa, the most important thing I came here today..." Brian stabilizes his mood and spoke firmly 

again, but unfortunately he was interrupted again by Felix. "First finalize Andrew's cooperation, and 

then talk to me about your business." Felix said, then got up and left the study. He did not know if his 

was too much, but he had not decided on the matters about Winnie, so he could not be so arbitrary to 

give any answer. In other words, work was an excuse to buy more time to weigh the pros and cons. 

Brian tried several times to say the key point, but was stopped by his grandfather. Brian understood he 

could not yet accept Winnie. But it didn't matter, he would stick to it and must give Winnie a satisfactory 

position. Brian sighed and left the study. When he passed by the living room, Thomas stopped him. 

"Brian, I have seen the news of your break up, why so sudden? Did you meet a better girl?" Thomas said 

calmly, but in the end he was impatient. Up to now he had not thought of an immediate remedy, and 

naturally he was not calm. "Thank you for your concern, Uncle Thomas, I did not meet a better girl, it is 

just that I can’t get along with Gloria, so we broke up." "I have a meeting, I gotta go." Brian strode away, 

even after hearing Thomas called him, he did not stop. "Brian... Brian..." He failed to ask Brian to stay, 

Thomas had resentment in his eyes. He was angry that Brian did not even give him a chance to speak, 

and that Brian was still looking down on him. Whatever it was, he was his uncle, and it was too much to 

dislike him and despise him. It seemed that power was the confidence of Brian, and only when the 

power was removed, could he restrain himself and respect his elders. Brian came out from the old 

house and called Stella. After agreeing to meet in the suburbs, he drove straight to the suburbs. He 

hadn't explained it to his father and sister over the phone. They must have been worried, and they must 

have wanted more details. So Brian planned to spend the afternoon in explanations. When Brian arrived 

at the suburbs, Stella and his father were sitting in the living room waiting for him, in order to 

temporarily not let the children know, Brian let Paul take the two children out to play. "I broke up with 

Gloria, because I knew Winwin didn't cheat on me. I misunderstood her." As he sat down, Brian looked 

up at his father and sister. Their surprise was no less than his shock at learning the truth. "......" Brian 

explained the details. "Brian, I told you Winwin is not that kind of person and asked you to confirm it. If 

you did, it would not have happened." Rufus said and it was the first time he complained about Brian. 

He was disappointed in Brian and the whole Bennet family. If one person had insisted on his trust in 

Winnie, things would not have developed to this extent. For so long, Winnie had suffered grievances. 

How could they face the fact? "Alas...... There's no point in saying anything at this point. I said Winwin 

was such a person, but I did not fully believe her. If I had watched it more, if I had trusted her more, it 

wouldn't have been so bad." "I was at fault in that, too. I should have seen something wrong in Winwin's 

behavior. Alas...... I'm sorry for Winwin, for the kids, for Vanessa and for her aunt." Stella did not 

complain about Brian but had self-reflection. Brian was lack of trust in Winnie. But at the same time, it 

showed that because he loved Winnie too much, he could not accept such a fact, resulting in dare not 

face it and check it. Now the most painful and guilty person was Brian, even if he did not say it, he was 

sad. "I never thought it would be like this. It's my fault. I didn't know Winwin well enough, I was careless 

with her, I didn't give her enough love and trust. I'm sorry for Winwin, for the kids, for Vanessa and for 

her aunt.” Once again, Brian admitted his mistake and realized that he had hurt not only Winnie but also 

her family. As the thought that Vanessa said she used to regard him as brother-in-law, Brian regretted it. 

He had been a tree in the hearts of their families, which they could rely on and live a solid life. But some 

of his practices destroyed his weight in the heart of the Chambers family and they had agreed their 

breakup. He did too much to make Winnie sad, and make her aunt and Vanessa disappointed. It was all 

his fault. He let everyone down. "You are really wrong, Brian, you have misunderstood Winwin. Now you 



have to apologize to Winwin and try to make it up to her. Whether she forgives you or not, you have to 

make it up to her as best you can. You can't hurt Win any more." Rufus said and did not want the things 

to worse and did not want Winnie and her family to receive such unequal treatment. He did not know 

how to explain to Isobel. She trusted her two children to him, but he lost his commitment. They were 

sorry for the Chambers family and it was irreparable. "I know, I will not only make it up, but also I want 

Winwin to come back to me. I have told Grandpa I will not marry anyone until Grandpa accepts Winwin. 

In this life, I decided that no woman could replace Winwin." Brian was awe-inspiring and firm in his 

convictions. If Winnie did not forgive him in this life, he would be single all his life. "Well, do it. I will try 

to persuade your grandpa, Winwin’s aunt and Vanessa. You only need to focus all your energy on 

Winwin." Rufus must support Brian, and his whole family must try to make things right. He knew that 

Brian and Winnie were really in love. If they separated, they would regret for a lifetime and would have 

a lonely life. The tragedy like him and Isobel could not happen again and he must let two children happy. 

In the evening, everyone came to the booked room, in addition to Brian, Winnie was the last one to 

come. Seeing all the people in the room, Winnie was stunned. "Why are you all here? Do you want to 

make amends for what you said?” Winnie asked in surprise, but she was happy to see everyone there. 

Daenerys didn't tell her there were so many people when over the phone. She was happy and didn't 

think much about it. Winnie smiled and found a seat to sit down, then she found that everyone did not 

respond to her, but melancholy looked at her. "Why? Did I flatter myself? Aren't you making it up to 

me?" Winnie asked with doubts, but everyone just looked at each other and did not respond. They 

didn’t know what to say. "Why are you making yourself so nervous?" Winnie was completely confused 

by these people and did not know what this situation was for. She thought it was about the breakup 

between Brian and Gloria. But she had explained everything. There was no need to do that to her. "Are 

you going to make me confess by torture? Do I have to admit that I am the reason why Brian broke up 

with Gloria? It was all Winnie could think of. Just as her voice fell, Brian pushed the door to come in. He 

looked at Winnie with apology and guilt on his face. When the four eyes met, Winnie knew why these 

people were silent. "You didn't believe me, so you called him here to confirm it?" Winnie looked away 

from Brian and then fixed her eyes on her friends. At this moment, she felt that she was the only one in 

the world, and all the people were bought by Brian and stood by Brian. "Winwin, they didn't. I asked 

them to come." Brian explained. "It makes no difference. They don't believe me." Winnie still looked at 

everyone. Everyone's eyes had doubts, what did she expect? "Since you don't believe me, there's no 

point in me staying here. Let him explain. Whatever he says is the truth." After that, Winnie took a look 

at everyone, got up and was to leave. 

 


